LEARNING PATTERNS

Dragon Dreaming
A living systems approach to building successful organisations and projects
based upon three principles of personal growth, community building and service to the Earth

“Let our individual dreams die, so the collective dream can resurrect from the ashes”
“Stay in the question and live your way into the answer”
“If you want to go fast you go alone. If you want to go far you go together”. African Proverb
Tags Social  Building Community & Embracing Diversity, Decision Making, Leadership
Whole System  Vision and Purpose, Whole System Design
Challenge:
We collectively create our reality, both by our actions and our inaction. The current global, multiple
challenges are a learning process for humanity. In crisis, we tend to respond with fear, which
reduces creativity and produces both a lack of trust and winlose games that can turn into rather
violent loselose outcomes for all involved.
We are invited to deepen our empathy and to better cooperate with each other and with life itself.
How can we develop joint and individual successful projects out of all these different, individual
ideas?
How can we come from inspiration to creative action?
How can we ensure healthy feedback loops, which are as rapid and efficient as possible and
support us to improve our projects serving the whole?
Solution:
Dragon Dreaming is an inspiring, encouraging and meaningful opensource method for assisting
individuals and groups who seek to make their dreams come true.
It offers simple and playful holistic tools for visionary initiation processes, planning,
implementation, evaluation and celebration.
Through different theories, tools, tips and techniques it supports the improvement of the
effectiveness in the everyday work and life.
Dragon Dreaming, first developed by John Croft and Vivienne Elanta, is inspired by social and
environmental activism, the new physics, Gaia and Earth sciences, living systems and chaos and
complexity theory, and the ancient sustainable wisdom of indigenous cultures and Australian
Aborigines. Dragon Dreaming is based on liberating collective intelligence, creativity, cooperation
and the sleeping power within ourselves and inherent in our communities.
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